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INTRODUCTION
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NIGERIA

NIGERIA

The Country, People and Economy

The Federal Republic of Nigeria (Nigeria/FRN) is located in Western
Africa; bordering Benin in the West, Chad and Cameroon in the East,
and Niger in the North. Its coast in the South lies on the Gulf of Guinea in
the Atlantic Ocean and has a total area of 923,768 km2 (356,669 sq.)
Nigeria is divided into 36 States and one Federal Capital Territory, which
are further sub-divided into 774 Local Government Areas (LGAs). In
some contexts, the States are aggregated into six geopolitical zones:

North West, North East, North Central, South East, South South, and
South West.
Reports from the National Population Commission show that Nigeria
currently has a population of about 198 Million with an average
population growth of about 6.5% over the past 50 years. Lagos is
the largest city in Africa, with a population of over 12 million in its urban
area and has been regarded as a major financial centre in Africa.

Population

198 Million

(2018, National Population Commission)

Population Growth

6.5%
(2018 estimate, National Population Commission)
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NIGERIA

The Country, People and Economy

Nigeria has a large youth
population with more than 90
of West Africa’s
population

million of its population
under the age of 18

Nigeria is often referred to as the "Giant of Africa", owing to its large
population and economy. A key regional player in West Africa; the country
currently accounts for 47% of West Africa’s population- making it
the most populous country in Africa and the 7th most populous country in
the world. The recent World Population Prospects predict that by 2050,
Nigeria will become the third most populated country in the world.
Nigeria has one of the largest youth population in the world, with more

than 90 million of its population under the age of 18. The country is
viewed as a multinational state with over 500 ethnic groups, of which the
three largest are the Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba; these ethnic groups speak
over 500 different languages and are identified with a wide variety of
cultures. The official language is English.
Nigeria has experienced considerable growth in its economy particularly in
the area of foreign investments and establishments, which has propelled
the country to the fore front and largely accounted for its selection in
2005 by Goldman Sachs as one of the Next Eleven (“N-11”) – a group of

countries identified as having high potential of becoming leading global
economies. The evaluation was based on macroeconomic stability,
political maturity, openness of trade and investment policies, as well as
quality of education.
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NIGERIA

The Country, People and Economy

In the second quarter of 2016, Nigeria fell into economic recession as a result of a fall in
demand of Nigeria’s Crude Oil (leading to a fall in foreign exchange earnings) and the
activities of the insurgents which led to a fall in crude oil production among other
factors. The second quarter of 2017 however marked the country’s gradual exit from
recession.
As at the 3rd quarter of 2018, the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) recorded stable oil
production of 1.83mbpd, sale of crude oil at $74.72pb and crude oil exports at
1.38mbpd. Also, inflation rate as at November 2018, was down to 11.28% compared to
18.55% in December 2016 during the recession.
Nigeria continues to attract sizeable direct foreign investment in varying sectors, and
despite the inherent challenges, the Nigerian economy continues to reach new heights.

Inflation rate as at November
2018, was down to

11.28% compared to
18.55% in December
2016 during the
recession
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NIGERIA

Government
Nigeria is a federal republic with executive power exercised by the President. The
President presides as both Head of State and the Federal Government. The President
is elected by popular vote to a maximum of two 4-year terms. The FGN is divided into 3
levels of Government-Federal; State; & Local Government and it also operates a system
whereby the powers of the Government are diffused amongst 3 arms.
The country is a federation with Abuja as its Capital city.
Structure of the Nigerian Government
The three arms of the Nigerian government are
•

The Legislature: which enacts the law

•

The Executive: which administers and implements the law

•

The Judiciary: which interprets the law and resolves dispute

The Legislature is called the National Assembly. It is a bicameral legislature established
under section 4 of the 1999 Constitution of the FRN (as amended). It consists of a
Senate with 109 members and a House of Representatives made up of 360 members.

3 levels of
government in
Nigeria:
• The Federal
• The State
• The Local government
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NIGERIA

Nigerian Legal System
Nigeria’s legal system is largely influenced by the English Common Law system;
however, the country operates with a written constitution which delineates the structure
and functions of the government. There are four major sources of law in Nigeria:
•

Received English law - this is divided into the Common Law and Statutes of General
Application (applicable in England on or before January 1, 1900) derived from
Nigeria’s colonial past with Britain.

•

Nigerian Legislation – Laws enacted by both Federal and State Governments

•

Case law – pronouncement from judges

•

Customary Law and Usages

Nigeria’s legal
system is largely

influenced by the

English
Common

Law system
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KEY ECONOMIC
SECTORS

KEY ECONOMIC SECTORS
Following the rebasing of Nigeria’s Gross Domestic Product in 2013. The rebasing
exercise captured both new and previously unreported sectors of the economy. A
number of reforms and projects are being undertaken to develop the country's critical

infrastructure (including power, transportation, aviation and gas development), human
capital (education and training), health and agriculture.
Potential Investors in Nigeria may be inclined to look into the following sectors of the
Nigerian economy brimming with opportunities for investments and growth;

The emergence of modular
refineries have led observers to
forecast an increase in Nigeria’s

refining capacity

Energy Sector
Oil:
Nigeria retained its position as Africa’s top oil producer in 2018; a position which it had
lost briefly to Angola sometime in 2016 on account of increased vandalisation of oil
facilities in the oil rich Niger Delta. Despite the potential reduction in production output
due to the efforts by the Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to
tighten the oil market and increase the price of oil, there is still optimism that Nigeria’s
planned daily oil output of 2.3 Million bpd for 2019 is still achievable.
The delay and uncertainty around the assent of the Petroleum Industry Governance Bill
and the other variants of the Petroleum Industry Bill, the impending Nigerian general
elections, as well as a slump in the global economy have been identified as critical
factors for investment in the sector. The security threats faced by exploration and
production companies, especially in the Niger Delta region has also been a cause for
concern amongst major stakeholders in the sector.
Nonetheless, the emergence of modular refineries-including the Dangote 650,000 bpd
oil refinery which is expected to commence operations sometime in 2020; has led many

observers to forecast an increase in Nigeria’s refining capacity which will transform the
country to a major exporter of petroleum products.
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KEY ECONOMIC SECTORS
Gas:
Gas and related hydrocarbon productions present a huge opportunity as the subsector is
yet to attract sufficient capital investment and infrastructure in gas facilities. Described
as the “energy of the future”, this investment could spread to Free Trade Zones, central
gas processing facilities, fertilizer plants, gas exploration and production, pipe milling &
local fabrication yards. There have also been recent investment trends in other areas
including; virtual pipelines, gas transmission and power plant projects, flare gas
commercialization initiatives and liquefied petroleum gas plants.
With the potential to attract about USD$51 Billion worth of investment into the Nigerian
economy, Nigeria’s gas sector presents a good opportunity to complement the revenue
generated from crude oil exports which will boost productivity and drive economic
growth.
Major developmental challenges to the gas sector are regulatory, governance and
legislative related. Other issues include; insecurity, slow transition from an oil dependent
to gas economy and the poor implementation of a Gas Master plan. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the imminent completion of gas transportation infrastructure projects in

Nigeria will enable the country meet its aspiration of supporting power generation.

2018 saw an increasing demand
for generation, transmission, and
distribution facilities.
Power:
Successive administrations in the Nigerian Government have made spirited efforts at
ensuring a level of stability in the Nigerian power sector. These efforts included the
rehabilitation of the existing power infrastructure in Nigeria as well as the launch of the
Nigerian Power Sector Recovery Programme (2017-2021)(PSRP); which highlights the
plans to improve the financial capacity of Nigerian Bulk Electricity Trading Plc (NBET),
the central offtaker, and improve the capacity of the Distribution companies (Discos).
In 2018, the power sector created more opportunities for investors owing to the
increasing demand for sufficient supply of generation, transmission, and distribution
facilities including; meters, transformers, cables, transmission towers amongst others.
Despite the relative improvements in the sector, there still remains room for
improvement in terms of the implementation of the PSRP.
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KEY ECONOMIC SECTORS
Despite best efforts, tariffs have continued to remain non-reflective of market realities,
while metering and collection remain major concerns for customers, the regulators and
the distribution companies. As a result, liquidity constraints across the sector value chain
continued unabated, and what little progress was made in the course of 2018 appears to
have been in the off-grid space, where the relatively smaller scale and tariff flexibility
have made projects more manageable and easier to finance.
Further, untapped opportunities exist across the power sector value chain. Some of
these include: the development of renewable energy supply, rehabilitation of the
national transmission grid operation and maintenance of power and infrastructure in the
economy, development of support industries for the power distribution sub-sector.
The recently issued Meter Asset Provider Regulations also provides new investment
opportunities in the sector by fostering the speedy provision of meters to consumers of
electricity and encouraging competitive meter services in the electricity industry. Also,
efforts

aimed

at

implementing

the reforms

under the Power

Sector Recovery

Implementation Plan holds good fortunes for the development of the Nigerian Electricity
Supply Industry. With increased commitment by the federal government to remedy the
power supply deficit in the country, this sector remains one with huge potential for local
and foreign investors.

The recently issued Meter
Asset Provider
Regulations also provides

new investment
opportunities in the
sector
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KEY ECONOMIC SECTORS
Financial Technology
The Brick and Mortar banking as we know it is at the brink of extinction as Financial
Technology (FinTech) and innovative solutions have disrupted the traditional ways of
conducting financial transactions. The emergence of digitized processes have altered the
norm in relation to transactions which were previously handled by cash and human
interaction.
Indeed, FinTech and Tech-enabled businesses have grown in leaps and bounds over the
past decade. There has been significant inflow of foreign and local venture capital into
tech enabled businesses which have gone on to build market defining businesses. Ecommerce and FinTech companies have especially contributed to this growth, with
multiple businesses raising millions of dollars in seed capital from accelerators such as
Ycombinator and 500 startups.
Being a critical non-oil growth driver for the economy dominated by 4 large
telecommunication companies and supported by its increasing youth population, the
FinTech industry remains on a steady trajectory towards sustained growth even as
smartphone usage and investment in mobile network utilities surges.
As the banking industry aggressively adopts FinTech, it is expected that the level of
financial inclusion in Nigeria will increase rapidly. Notably, the use of the Unstructured
Supplementary Service Data (USSD) by many banks has enabled the banking industry
provide various means through which these excluded persons can access financial
services; thus serving as an effective tool to bridge the financial inclusion gap.

E-commerce and
FinTech companies

have especially
contributed to growth,
with multiple businesses
raising millions of dollars in
seed capital from
accelerators.
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KEY ECONOMIC SECTORS
Financial Technology

Migration to a

digitally
smart
Nigeria

Efforts towards migrating to a digitally smart Nigeria will focus on infrastructure
development-identified as a bane to ICT development in Nigeria. In addition, the extent
of data penetration in the country has also been forecasted to lead to a rise in mobile
payment transactions in a bid to enhance access to financial services for low income
earners and the unbanked segments of the Nigerian society.
As part of the Central Bank of Nigeria’s (CBN) continuing mandate to promoting a sound
financial system in Nigeria, the CBN released exposure draft Guidelines for Licensing and
Regulation of Payment Service Banks in Nigeria in October 2018 proposing the
establishment of Payment Service Banks which are envisioned to facilitate high-volume
low-value transactions in remittance services, micro-savings and withdrawal services in a
secured technology-driven environment to further deepen financial inclusion and help in
attaining the policy of 20% exclusion rate by 2020. Although the draft guidelines are not
in force, it is expected that upon commencement, there is bound to be an increase in the
use of mobile payment technology in the financial sector.
In addition, payment systems play a very crucial role in any economy, being the channel
through which financial resources flow from one segment of the economy to the other.
As the apex regulator of banking and financial services in Nigeria, the CBN in 2018,
released a number of regulations including; (x) the Circular on the Regulatory
Framework for the Use of Unstructured Supplementary Service Data in the Nigerian
Financial System; (y) Regulation on Instant (Inter-Bank) Electronic Funds Transfer
Services in Nigeria; (z) Circular on the Exposure Draft of the New CBN Licensing Regime
(Licence Tering) for Payment System Providers amongst others.
It is believed that this sector presents huge opportunities for investors looking to tap into
a rapidly growing FinTech industry.
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KEY ECONOMIC SECTORS
The Entertainment, Leisure and Media Industry

Nigeria’s entertainment and media
industry revenue witnessed a 25.5
percent growth which amounted to

$US3.8 billion

The Entertainment, Leisure and Media Industry in Nigeria has been projected to be the
world’s fastest growing industry between 2017-2021; leading many to forecast that
through

the

implementation

of

the

Economic

and

Recovery

Growth

Plan,

the

entertainment and creative industry will contribute circa $US1 Billion to the Nigerian
economy in 2020.
The Nigerian entertainment industry comprising of music, comedy, and film is clearly a
budding sector in the economy. Music and comedy shows, and buzz at cinema theatres
have been on the rise in recent years owing to the country’s youth dominated
population. Nigeria’s entertainment and media industry revenue witnessed a 25.5
percent growth which amounted to $US3.8 billion with $605 million said to be
attributable to the increase in internet access.
With 2% of Nigeria's GDP attributable to Entertainment and Media, several initiatives by
the Federal Government in recent years indicate a steady rise in governmental support
for the creative and media industry. Measures include; “Project Nollywood” which was
launched in 2006 providing N100,000,000 to Nigerian filmmakers. In 2010, President
Goodluck Jonathan launched a US$200 Million Creative and Entertainment Industry
Intervention Fund, financed by Bank of Industry (BOI), in conjunction with Nigerian
Export and Import (NEXIM) Bank.
Ranked as the third biggest movie industry in the world, and generating an annual
revenue of US$590 Million, the Nigerian film industry is primed to contribute significant
growth for the Nigerian economy. A look at the highest-grossing Nigerian films
demonstrates that the industry is entering a period of unprecedented financial benefits

in the coming years. In addition, the global appeal that the Nigerian film and music
industry are attracting also signal the herald of more investment into the sector, thereby
creating huge benefits for the Nigerian economy in 2019.
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Gambling, Lottery and Sports betting

The emergence of globalization has created an expansion for the gaming industry, which
has benefited from a budding youthful population. Amongst others, sports betting has
become a hugely lucrative segment leveraging on Nigeria’s huge footballing culture.
The year 2018 witnessed significant trends in the gaming industry which contributed to
its growth. One of such trends was the broadening of the customer base to include the
young-middle class Nigerians-repealing the stereotype that the industry only succeeded
in attracting lower income earners. The year also witnessed an influx of foreign entrants

in the industry which provided the necessary support and services to increase the
gaming experience in Nigeria.
Furthermore, there were a number of strategic partnerships between gaming operators
and telecommunication operators and mobile payment services. These partnerships
including the Baba Ijebu and MTN partnership made the gaming industry more
accessible to mobile users, and increased the revenue generated for both the telecoms
and gaming industries.
A major concern to foreign investment in the sector could be its obsolete laws as well as

the seeming overlapping functions between regulators at federal and state levels-which
may have resulted in the imposition of double taxation on licensed operators. However,
gross gambling revenues realized in the past year have renewed interests in the sector.
Gross gambling revenues have grown at double digit rates in four out of the past five
years; renewing interest in the sector and making it one of the most lucrative industries
in the year 2018. Whilst the lack of legislative progress may have aided the growth of
the ‘gambling market’, the success of mobile gaming in the past year has definitely
sparked new conversations around the need for a sustainable regulatory framework that
protects the interests for all stakeholders.

Gross gambling revenues have grown at double
digit rates in four out of the past five years;

Renewing
interest in the sector
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Agriculture

In recognition of the sector’s high growth and export potential, the Federal Government
is seeking to develop Nigeria's agricultural sector to make it more attractive given the
desire for macro-economic and non-oil growth. In furtherance of this desire, recent
developmental strategies by the government have been focused on augmenting
production and exports with significant contribution from the private sector.
In recent years, challenges including illegal importations, limited funding, infrastructure
deficits, and security challenges may have strained the economic progress of the sector,

however, recent governmental initiatives may have turned the tide on course for longterm growth. Indeed, economic observers note that the overall policy thrust of the 2019
proposed budget is to ensure economic diversification, inclusive growth and sustainable
development. Perhaps this might be the reason for the budget allocation of about N45
Billion for the recapitalization of the Bank of Agriculture and Industry to subsidise loans
to SMEs in order to ensure single digit interest rates.
Also, the birth of Digital Agriculture in recent years has increased the level of food
production in Nigeria, and there has been a rise in these venture-backed tech enabled
agriculture focused startups which operate on digital platforms where people can

sponsor farms and earn returns while at it.
The Agricultural sector remains the largest single economic sector and has been
regarded as one of the major sources of employment in Nigeria. Its contribution to the
country’s GDP has risen steadily in recent years despite its seeming challenges and it
remains a key driver for non-oil growth, especially as the elections in 2019 draw closer.
With significant amount of arable land yet to be cultivated, the agricultural sector
presents a huge opportunity in the coming years to rid the country of its description as
the world’s poverty capital.

The Agricultural sector remains the

largest single economic sector
and has been regarded as one of the major
sources of employment in Nigeria
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Infrastructure

Infrastructure is essential to every economy. A well developed infrastructure sector is
not only critical for foreign investment but is essential to the total wellbeing of any
country.
The World Economic Forum’s 2018 global competitiveness index saw an improvement in
Nigeria’s infrastructure sector from 132 out of 138 countries in 2017 to 124 out of 140
countries in 2018. This clearly shows significant room for improvement, and it is widely
accepted that Nigeria will not be able to sustain its current levels of population and

economic growth without enhancing its infrastructure.
However, this is not a task that can be undertaken by the Government on its own, and
this is one of the key reasons why the prevalent reasoning in the Nigerian Infrastructure
Sector is that it is time for the Federal Government to involve the private sector to
finance the Infrastructure Gap in Nigeria, as such, there is a pressing need for PublicPrivate Partnerships (PPP) to drive infrastructure development in Nigeria.
It is thus encouraging to note that the African Development Bank (AfDB) has stated that
it would assist the Nigerian government to bridge its infrastructure gap estimated to cost

about US$3 Trillion in the next 26 years.
The general outlook thus raises a compelling argument for more investment by private
entities in infrastructure as this is an industry which still requires significant development
driven by PPPs and concerted efforts by both the government and private entities.

Bridging the
infrastructure
gap is estimated
to cost about

US$3 Trillion
in the next
26 years
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Insurance

2018 saw an
emergence of
insurtech companies
As reported in the Afrinvest Nigerian Insurance Sector Report 2018, the positive traction
the Nigerian economy garnered in 2018 primarily by exiting the recession also reflected
on the insurance industry amongst other critical sectors.
Thus, whilst it is noted that the Nigerian Insurance Sector suffered a setback in the last
two quarters of 2017, contracting 1.9% and 15.7% in Q3 and Q4 respectively, there was
a rebound in Q1:2018, expanding 18.1% relative to 1.95% growth recorded by the
economy as a whole. However, despite growing at a faster pace than the economy,
Nigeria’s insurance sector is still one of the most underdeveloped sectors compared to
its peers.
The insurance industry in Nigeria is segmented into life, non-life and re-insurance with
non-life insurance accounting for the bulk, 48.7% of total gross premium written while
life and re-insurance account for 30.1% and 21.2% respectively.
Of particular note to investors is the impact of disruptive technology with the emergence
of insurtechs in the sector. Insurance is going digital, and technological solutions are
being introduced into the sector with abilities to increase penetration, eliminate brokers
and fasten claims verification processes.
2018 saw an emergence of insurtech companies such as AutoGenius and Cassava in
Nigeria, bringing technological solutions to ease operations in the insurance sector. On
the larger scale, Bima has brought life and health insurance to over 24 million low
income earners across Africa, Asia and Latin America using mobile technology.

With the general prevalence of technological solutions across various sectors, it can be
safely assumed that the impact of disruptive technology can only increase in the coming
year.
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BUSINESS VEHICLES
In Nigeria, corporate organisations are classified as Business and
Non-Profit organisations.
Business organisations are profit oriented in nature. They are
primarily formed for the purpose of doing business and realizing
profit. Non-Profit organisations on the other hand are not profit
oriented but formed to aggregate the members to pursue common
objectives in various selected areas of interest which members seek
to pursue with a corporate name. They are mainly formed for
charitable purpose.
Nigerian businesses are carried out on different platforms.
The common forms of vehicles used for investments are:

Sole Proprietorship
This is a form of business owned and run by an individual whereby there is no legal
distinction between the owner and the business. A sole proprietorship in Nigeria need
not be registered where the business is carried on under the proprietor’s full name,
forename or his surname and the initial of his forename. The essence of registration is to
secure the name style. If the business is carried on under any other name, it must be

registered within 28 days of commencement of business under Part B of the Companies
and Allied Matters Act (CAMA)

Partnership
Prospective investors may opt for a partnership vehicle to carry on business in Nigeria.
This is a form of business arrangement in which two or more individuals own a business
and are personally responsible for the debts and other obligations of the business. There
can only be a maximum of 20 partners, with the exception of certain professions such as
law and accountancy. Foreign participation in a Nigerian partnership is possible where

investors are able to obtain the necessary immigration documents.
Various laws govern partnerships in Nigeria, depending on the State. For example, the
Partnership Law of Lagos State, 2015 governs partnerships in Lagos State. There are
three important ingredients which must co-exist for a partnership to exist under Nigerian
Law, to wit: (a) there must be a business; (b) the business must be carried on in
common by two or more persons; and (c) the business must be carried on with a view of
profits. It is important to note that each partner is deemed to be an agent of the copartner. Nigerian law also recognizes Limited Partnerships.
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Company
In Nigeria, Companies are the most widely used vehicle for business organizations. The
incorporation, management and control of companies is governed by CAMA, which is
administered by the Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC).
Where a foreign entity or individual intends to carry on business in Nigeria, such foreign
entity or individual will be required to incorporate a separate entity in Nigeria (Local
Entity).

Types of Companies
There are basically four (4) types of Companies that can be

incorporated in Nigeria, to wit:

Private Company Limited by Shares (Ltd):
This is the most popular and often used corporate entity in
Nigeria. This sort of entity is usually denoted by “LTD’’ or limited
at the end of the name of the Company. It must have a
minimum of two members but its total membership cannot
exceed fifty (50). The liabilities of the members are limited to
the amount, if any, unpaid on the shares held by them in the
company. The minimum authorised share capital is N10, 000.

Public Company Limited By Shares (PLC):
This is usually a large membership Company that undertakes
profit maximizing business transactions for its members. It is
any company other than a private company and it is required to
state in its memorandum that it is a public company. Public
Companies in Nigeria must comply with more extensive
reporting and regulatory obligations than that imposed on
Private Companies. The authorised minimum share capital is

N500, 000 with at least 25% of the share capital allotted to its
members at incorporation. These types of Companies have no
limitation to membership.
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Company

Company Limited by Guarantee (LTD/GTE):
These types of Companies are generally formed for the
promotion of commerce, arts, science, religion, sports, culture,

education, research, charity, or other similar objects, and the
income and property of the company are to be applied solely
towards the promotion of its object and no portion thereof is to
be paid or transferred directly or indirectly to the members of
the company except as permitted by law. In order to register
these kinds of Companies, the consent of the Attorney General
(AG) of the Federation must be sought and obtained.

Unlimited Company:
These types of Companies have no limit on the liability of its
members, though the company has limited status, its members
liabilities are not

limited to the extent

of their unpaid

subscription on winding up. Thus, the shareholders of the
company cannot disclaim the liabilities incurred by the company
whereas the company cannot bear the liabilities

of the

members.
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Joint Ventures
A foreign entity may also opt to enter into a Joint Venture with either a Nigerian entity
or other foreign entity prior to the incorporation of a Local Entity in Nigeria. In this
instance, the parties to the Joint Venture would require a fully-fledged Joint Venture
Agreement (JVA) which will regulate the relationship and, inter alia, specify the mode of
subscription in the Local Entity, funding, manner of board composition, veto rights, exit
provisions etc. On finalisation of the JVA, the Company will be registered at the CAC.

Incorporated Trustees
These are non-business organisations and are not for profit. They are mainly charitable
in nature. They are formed to facilitate the acquisition of corporate personality by a
community of persons bound together by Customs, Religion, Kinship, Sociology or
Nationality, Literary, Developmental, Sporting, Scientific, Educational etc. objectives.
These organisations are registered under Part C of the CAMA.

Representative Office
It is possible for a foreign company to set up a representative office in Nigeria, such
offices serve mainly as a liaison office. The office cannot engage in business or conclude

contracts or open or negotiate any letters of credit. The representative office is generally
limited to gathering information, and other activities which support the company’s head
office. To carry on business, a representative office must be registered in Nigeria
(Section 54 CAMA).

Free Trade Zones
The Free Trade Zone (FTZ) is also a viable option for entities looking to benefit from
certain

governmental

incentives.

In

the

FTZ,

goods

landed,

stored,

handled,

manufactured, or reconfigured, and re-exported are generally not subject to customs
duty.
It is noteworthy that registration under NEPZA does not translate into incorporation
under CAMA. Thus, a Free Trade Zone Enterprise which has not been incorporated as a
company under CAMA may face challenges doing business within the customs territory.
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Company

Statutory Registers and fillings
All companies in Nigeria are required by law to maintain certain statutory books; such as

Register of Members, Particulars of Directors and Secretaries, Minutes Books, and
Register of Charges etc.
All companies are mandated to file at the CAC, Annual returns along with its Financial
Statement each year. The Financial Statement embodies the Director’s Report, Auditors
Report, and other documents showing the true state of affairs of the company. The
Financial Statement must be presented to the shareholders of the Company and must
represent a true and fair view of the position and performance of the Company.
The CAC must be notified of any changes in the Company, such as where there is a

change in the registered address of the Company, appointment/ removal of directors,
increase in share capital, allotment of shares etc.

All companies
are mandated
to file at the
CAC
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REGULATORY REFORMS

29 states have
implemented 43
reforms in the
past 4 years

federal reforms
on business
registration have
contributed to
the improvement
of the regulatory
landscape

As Nigeria seeks nationwide economic growth, improving the business regulatory
environment across all states has become imperative. Whilst there exists substantial
variations in business regulations and their implementation across Nigerian states, those
that previously had a difficult business environment have began to catch up with their
better developing peers. For instance, starting a business in the Federal Capital
Territory, Abuja and Lagos is a lot easier than in other Nigerian states; Niger and Kano
are known for their ease in dealing with construction permits; while registering a
property in Kaduna and Bauchi have been known to be much easier than their
counterpart states.
Available reports from the World Bank, show that in the past 4 years, 29 Nigerian states
have implemented 43 reforms across 4 regulatory areas-starting a business; dealing
with construction permits; registering a property, and enforcing contracts. The pace of
reforms in recent years is largely due to the reforms implemented at the federal level for
business registration. However, Kaduna, Enugu, Abia, Lagos and Anambra were the 5
states that were observed to have made the biggest strides toward the frontier of good
practices.
Kaduna stood out by implementing reforms in starting a business, dealing with
construction permits, and registering property. As a result, the state is now the topranked state in registering property and enforcing contracts. In addition to the federal
reforms in starting a business, which included adopting the use of an electronic portal
for name search, incorporation and payment of stamp duty, Kaduna authorities also
reformed state-level requirements to reduce the burden of starting a business.
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As it relates to dealing with construction permits, the Urban, Planning and Development
Authority set a time limit of one month to issue a building permit. This deadline is now
achieved in practice owing to the surge in the number of architects and engineers
working for the state which eliminated the need to send building designs for review to
the Ministry of Works. In registering property where Kaduna made the most significant
improvement, the state restructured its land registry, replaced percentage-based
registration fees with flat fees, and made the issuance of governor’s consent more

efficient. It also made one-third of procedural requirements redundant, reduced the time
to register property by more than two months and cut the cost by almost one-third.
Now called the Kaduna Geographic Information Service, the land registry has improved
the quality of infrastructure by scanning all land titles as well as property maps in a bid
to digitize the entire land registration system. The business reforms in Kaduna are the
result of a comprehensive state effort to improve the business environment in the state.
On a federal level, the average time to register a business has dropped from an average
of 34 to 26 days, which is as a result of the 3 major reforms introduced by the CAC at

the federal level. First, the consolidated CAC 1.1 incorporation form is now publicly
available for free and eliminates redundancies in information required for incorporation.
Secondly, the incorporation form can now be fully completed online across all states.
Thirdly, payment of incorporation fees can be made online in 6 states-Enugu, Abuja,
Kaduna, Kano, Lagos and Rivers. Stamp Duties for the Federal Inland Service can also
be paid online in these 6 states.

Starting a
business in
Nigeria

=

10 procedures
26 days
29% of income per capita

Starting a business across Nigerian states takes an average of 10 procedures over 26
days and costs 29% of income per capita. There is significant variation in the ease of
starting business across states, however, the Federal Capital Territory Abuja remains the
easiest place to start a business, taking seven 7 procedures and ten 10 days, at a cost of
25.4% of income per capita. In states where the adoption of an online platform for
business incorporation is widespread, the time to start a business is less than half of the
states where the use of electronic services is low.
The stamp duty and the CAC together account for more than half of the total cost of
starting a business. These fees are statutorily determined, and do not vary within the
country. However, variation in cost largely stems from differences in business premises
registration fees charged by state authorities.
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Overview of Incorporation Process
In order to enhance the ease of doing business in Nigeria, the incorporation process has been
simplified and thus registration is now processed electronically via the CAC registration portal;
https://services.cac.gov.ng

Step1

Step2

Availability Check and

Procurement and

Reservation of Name:

preparation of

The first step to a successful
Company registration in Nigeria is
conducting an availability search
for the preferred name of the
Company. This is important, as
under Nigerian law certain names
are classified as prohibited and
restricted. Where the preferred
name is accepted at the CAC, it is
then reserved for a maximum
period of 60days, during which
period the applicant is expected to
wrap up the registration process.

incorporation documents
for filing: This entails
obtaining the consolidated
Form CAC 1.1. This form can
be obtained from the CAC
website, and contains
information regarding the
names of the directors,
shareholders, registered
address of the company, name
of the secretary of the
company etc. The
Memorandum and Articles of
the Association of the

Step 3

Company is also prepared at
this stage.

Stamping: The incorporation
documents will be stamped by
the Federal Inland Revenue
Service and the necessary
fees paid. This stamping can
now be done online through
the CAC online stamping
portal.

Step 5

Step 4
Filing: The incorporation
documents and evidence of
payment of the necessary fees
is then filled through the
electronic document upload
system of the CAC.

Obtain Certificate of
Incorporation: upon
successful upload of the
documents, the CAC will allot
a Company Registration
Number to the entity and a
certificate of incorporation will
be issued accordingly.
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Foreign Direct Investment and Portfolio Investments
A foreign investor seeking to establish local presence in Nigeria or acquire interest in a
Nigerian entity will need to adhere to the requirements as contained in the extant
legislations. Nigeria receives the largest amount of Foreign Direct Investment in
comparison to other African countries, however, in the first quarter of 2018, Foreign
Direct Investment stood at USD$246.62 Million, falling by 34.83% from the figure
reported in the previous quarter, and growing by 16.67% on a year-on-year basis.
Portfolio investment remained the largest component of total capital inflow into Nigeria in
the first quarter of 2018. The total value of Portfolio Investment was USD$4,565.1
Million, which is a 1,355.66% growth compared to Q1 2017, and a 31.27% growth
compared to the figure reported in Q4 2017.
Formalities for Establishing Foreign Presence in Nigeria

Prepare and execute a
JVA and other pre

Incorporation of the

Tax registration and

incorporation contracts if

Company with the CAC

opening of bank account

the foreigners are
partnering with
Nigerians

Register the company with
Obtaining CCI from the
CBN and the importation
of Capital through an
authorised dealer

the NIPC (where the company
is owed wholly by foreigners,
the share capital of the
company must be
N10,000,000 to enable
registration with NIPC)

Apply to relevant
agencies to be granted
incentives and reliefs,
such as pioneer status
(where the company is
entitled)

Obtain Expatriate Quota

Obtain relevant permits

Obtain Business Permit

where the company is

from regulatory bodies

from the Ministry of

desirous of employing

and agencies

Interior

foreigners
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In Nigeria, the incorporation, control and management of companies is regulated by
various federal authorities and parastatals.

Corporate Affairs Commission
The CAC is responsible for regulating and supervising the formation, incorporation,

management and winding up of companies and also saddled with the duty to administer
the CAMA.
CAMA

is

the

primary

legislation

which

regulates

the

registration,

control

and

management of companies. CAC is the equivalent of the companies’ registry in some
other jurisdictions. Every foreign company intending to carry on business in Nigeria as
defined under CAMA will first have to be registered and issued the appropriate certificate
of incorporation before it can start business. The President may however grant
exemptions from the incorporation requirement to a limited category of foreign
companies as specified in CAMA.

Every foreign company
intending to carry on business
in Nigeria will have to be
registered and issued a

certificate of
incorporation
Securities and Exchange Commission
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is the apex regulatory institution of the
Nigerian Capital market and all the matters that are related thereto. The primary focus
of SEC is to regulate the affairs of public companies and to protect the investing public.
However

the SEC may in certain respects exercise oversight functions over private

companies. The SEC also regulates the affairs of capital market operators such as
issuing houses, brokers and investment advisers, and has oversight over a broad
spectrum of debt and capital market investment activity, as well as mergers, takeovers,
acquisitions, collective investment schemes and antitrust matters.
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The Investment and Securities Tribunal
The Investment and Securities Tribunal (IST) is saddled with the responsibility of timely
and efficient resolution of investment and capital market disputes with fairness,
flexibility and transparency. The IST is deemed to be a civil Court, and as a fast track
Court, it is required to conclude any proceedings before it within 90 days of
commencement of the action.
The IST operates both litigation and an Alternative Dispute Resolution Centre. The IST
has both Appellate and Original jurisdictions on capital market disputes. The decision of
the IST is enforced as a judgment of the Federal High Court and as such, appeals lie
from the IST to the Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court.

The Central Bank of Nigeria
The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) is the apex monetary authority in Nigeria established
by the Central Bank of Nigeria Act 1958. It is saddled with the responsibility of
maintaining the external reserves of the country, promoting and maintaining monetary

stability and a sound and efficient financial system. The CBN also acts as a banker of last
resort and financial adviser to the Federal Government.

The Nigerian Stock Exchange
The Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSE) operates as a self-regulatory organization and it
provides trading floors for sale and purchase of securities of publicly quoted companies
in Nigeria. The NSE is responsible for listing (which also includes listing requirements),
delisting and the general discipline of trading activities at the floors of the exchange. It
also regulates secondary market transactions.

National Office for Technology Acquisition and Promotion
The National Office for Technology Acquisition and Promotion (NOTAP) is saddled with
the functions of monitoring, on a continuous basis, the transfer of foreign technology to
Nigeria. NOTAP examines the quality of imported technology with a view to determining
its price and to check for fairly obvious abuses and the dumping of obsolete technology
in Nigeria. NOTAP ensures that there is proper registration of contracts and agreements
which deal with the transfer and acquisition of foreign technology.
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Nigerian Investment Promotion Commission
The Nigerian Investment Promotion Commission (NIPC) is the government agency
established to encourage, promote and coordinate investments in Nigeria. It provides a

one stop shop for investment. The birthing of the NIPC heralded a friendly investment
legal regime in Nigeria and it has paved way for many unprecedented foreign direct
investments in Nigeria.
The NIPC also administers the grant of Pioneer Status in Nigeria. Pioneer status is
provided for under the Industrial Development (Income Tax Relief) and it is a tax holiday
(relief from payment of corporate income tax) given to qualifying companies for a period
of 3-5 years. The incentive is granted in order to reduce cost of doing business which
would in turn stimulate establishment/development of those industries.

The Federal Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment in August 2017 announced the
addition of 27 new industries to the list of pioneer status industries/products.

Federal Inland Revenue Service
The Federal Inland Revenue Service (FIRS) is established by the Federal Inland Revenue
Service (Establishment) Act No. 13, 2007 with the mandate to assess and collect
revenues for the Federal Government. The FIRS is in charge of collection and
administration of all federal and corporate taxes.

Nigeria Immigration Service
The Nigeria Immigration Service (NIS) is saddled with the sole responsibility of
monitoring the migration pattern of the country. The agency controls the inflow and
outflow of Nigerians and foreigners in the country and are also responsible for the
issuance of residence permit to foreigners who intend to live in Nigeria. Thus, a foreigner
who intends to live in Nigeria would be required to obtain a residence permit from the
NIS.

Nigerian Copyright Commission
The Nigerian Copyright Commission (NCC) is the regulatory agency that is responsible
for the administration of copyright and neighboring rights matters. It is the highest body

regulating, advising, and monitoring matters of copyright law in Nigeria.
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Standards Organization of Nigeria
The Standards Organization of Nigeria (SON) is the statutory agency that is responsible
for preparing, implementing and promoting standards for products and processes as well
as ensuring compliance with Federal Government policies on standardization and
conformity assessment of locally manufactured and imported goods, throughout the
country.

Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety Agency
The Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety Agency (NIMASA) is the apex
regulatory agency responsible for the affairs of and business evolving in the maritime
industry in Nigeria.

National Agency for Food and Drug Administration and Control
The National Agency for Food and Drug Administration and Control (NAFDAC) is the
agency with the mandate to regulate and control the quality and standards of foods,
drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, Chemicals, Detergents and packed water which are
either imported, locally manufactured or distributed in Nigeria. Therefore, prospective
foreigners dealing in the above stated business interests are subject to the regulations
of NAFDAC.

Nigerian Communications Commission
The Nigerian Communications Commission (NCC) is the independent national regulatory
authority for the telecommunications industry in Nigeria and is responsible for creating
an enabling environment for competition among operators in the industry as well as
ensuring

the

provision

of

qualitative

and

efficient

telecommunications

services

throughout the country. Thus, prospective investors looking to invest in the Nigerian
telecommunications industry will need to interface with the NCC.
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Following the inauguration of the PEBEC in 2016, the council has actively introduced and
implemented reforms geared at improving the regulatory landscape and the general
business environment for micro, small and medium enterprises. We shall in turn examine

key Ease of Doing Business initiatives by PEBEC in the year 2018.

The Companies and Allied Matters Bill 2018
On 05 May 2018, the Senate (and recently the House of Representatives) considered and
passed the Companies and Allied Matters Act (Repeal and Re-enactment Bill) 2018 (Bill).
This is a bill to repeal and re-enact the extant CAMA. Given that the Bill has only been
passed by the Senate, the House of Representatives would be required to debate and
pass it before its presentation to the President for assent. The Bill, if it becomes law is

expected to be of interest to investors interested in the Nigerian market and improve the
overall ease of doing business in Nigeria. The key highlights of the Bill are as follows:
Introduction of Single Shareholder & Directorship Companies:
It is contemplated that this change would reduce the barriers to entry into the corporate
net by smaller businesses and generally simplify corporate shareholding and directorship
structures – a development which may be of particular interest to private equity/venture
capital investors and multinationals seeking growth in emerging markets such as Nigeria.
Removal of the Requirement to Obtain the Consent of the Attorney General to
Register Companies Limited by Guarantee:
The requirement to obtain the AG’s consent is widely regarded as a needlessly complex
hurdle, thus it is welcome news, especially for non-profit organizations that the
obligation to seek and obtain the consent of AG, as a sine qua non to the incorporation
of a company limited by guarantee would be dispensed with.
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The Companies and Allied Matters Bill 2018

Ownership of a Common Seal being Optional:
For many companies, the common seal is a relic, especially as the rules of evidence do
not require a seal in the strict sense, when executing documents. Accordingly, the Bill
now makes it optional for a company to have a company seal.

Removal of the Requirement of Company Secretary for small
companies and One Shareholder Companies:
The Bill makes it optional for these companies to choose whether or not to appoint a
company secretary.

Removal of the Requirement of Annual General Meeting for Small Companies:

This gives effect to the current market practice, where smaller companies do not hold
general meetings but pass written resolutions on general corporate business.

Shift from the Concept of Authorized Share Capital to Issued Share Capital:
At every given time, the relevant computation for the purpose of paying stamp duties
and other relevant taxes are the actual shares being held by shareholders, and not the
authorized share capital.
It is envisaged that the Bill would impact the Nigerian business climate especially for
SMEs, and impact positively upon the inflow of foreign direct investment into Nigeria.

Filing of Incorporation Forms
In a bid to digitize the incorporation process, certain initiatives have been introduce with
respect to the filing of incorporation forms. First, the newly introduced consolidated CAC
1.1 incorporation form is now publicly available for free and eliminates redundancies in
information required for incorporation. Secondly, the incorporation form can now be fully
completed online across all states. Thirdly, payment of incorporation fees can be made
online in six states-Enugu, Abuja, Kaduna, Kano, Lagos, and Rivers. Stamp duties for
the Federal Inland Revenue Service can also be paid online in these six states.
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Executive Order 001 on Transparency and Efficiency (E01)
In a bid to build on the traction from the 60-Day National Action Plan (an ease of doing
business accelerator programme launched by PEBEC in February 2017) and to ensure its
implementation across all FGN Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs), the Vice
President of Nigeria, Prof. Yemi Osibanjo SAN GCON, then acting President, signed
Executive Order 001 on May 18, 2017. This executive order aims to amongst other
things, promote domestic and foreign investments that create employment and
stimulate the national economy as well as make MDAs more transparent, efficient and
customer centric.
The E01’s six directives address limitations identified in the civil and public systems,
which are: Transparency; Default approvals; One Government; Entry Experience of
Visitors; Port Operations; and Registration of Businesses.
It was reported in the PEBEC Annual Report published in June 2018, that the
combination of the accelerator programmes implemented by PEBEC since July 2016, the
NAP 60 and the release of this executive order in 2017, made Nigeria rise 24 places from
169 to 145 in the World Bank’s 2018 Doing Business report. This indeed is a laudable
development in the country.

This executive order amongst
other initiatives by the PEBEC,
made Nigeria rise 24 places;

from 169 to 145 in the
World Bank’s Doing
Business Report
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Executive Orders on VAT, Excise Duties and other Amendment
Bills
In line with the Federal government’s initiative on the ease of doing business in Nigeria,
and to reduce the tax burden of tax payers, the Federal Executive Council (FEC or the
Council) recently approved two (2) Executive Orders: (x) Value Added Tax Act
(Modification) Order; (y) Review of Goods Liable to Excise Duties and Applicable Rates
Order, 2017, and (z) Five (5) amendment bills to tax laws.
The Value Added Tax Act (Modification) Order provides an exemption for residential
property leases or rentals, transport services for use by general public and life insurance
premiums from Value Added Tax (VAT), whilst the Review of Goods Liable to Excise
Duties (Excise Duties) and Applicable Rates Order will provide inter alia for changes to
the excise duties rates and basis for imposing excise duties on alcoholic beverages and

tobacco.
The FEC also approved amendment bills (the “Amendment Bills”) to be sent to the
National Assembly. The Amendment Bills are:

Companies Income Tax Act (Amendment Bill); whose main proposal is to reduce the
company income tax rate from 30% to 25% for large businesses, and for micro, small
and medium enterprises (SME) from 20% to 15%.
There will also be exemption of dividends paid out of retained earnings and franked
investment income from excess dividend tax under Section 19 of CITA:

Value Added Tax Act (Amendment
Bill); which will introduce
restriction of VAT exemption on
exports to only oil exports

Customs, Excise, Tariff etc.
(Consolidation) Act
(Amendment) Bill

Industrial Development

Personal Income Tax Act

(Income Tax Relief) Act

(Amendment) Bill

(Amendment) Bill
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Executive Orders on VAT, Excise Duties and other Amendment
Bills

The Amendment Bills
will not become
effective until they
have been enacted
as an act of the
National Assembly

This development comes in the wake of concerted efforts by the Federal Government to
widen the tax net with emphasis on voluntary compliance and self-assessment. It
should be noted that these amendments are in line with the recommendation of the
National Tax Policy Implementation Committee (NTPIC or the Committee), set up last
year to review the extant tax laws and rules in accordance with the revised National Tax
Policy.

We note however, that while the amendments effected by the Executive Orders will
become operative as of the date contained in the Orders, the Amendment Bills will not
become effective until they have successfully gone through the legislative procedures
and enacted as an act of the National Assembly. The Amendment Bills are thus before
the

National

Assembly

for

deliberation

developments on the Amendment Bills.

and

we

shall

monitor

and

advise

on
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Corporate Governance deals with the process by which corporate entities are governed.
It is the exercise of power over the enterprises’ functions to ensure probity and the
protection of the interests of shareholders and stakeholders. In Nigeria, the law requires
Company Directors to conform to high standards of conduct in the performance of their
duties to the Company.
Directors are generally required to act in what they believe to be in the best interest of
the Company. Where directors breach their duties, they individually, as well as the
company, could be subject to sanctions, including financial penalties and imprisonment.
The law empowers the Board of Directors to delegate some of their responsibilities to a
member of the Board as a Managing Director; they can also delegate to committees
consisting of their members. Shareholders are not involved in the day to day
management of the company as this is the responsibility of the management, however
certain oversight functions and powers are specifically prescribed and reserved by law
for the shareholders.

Directors
Directors under Nigerian law are persons, duly appointed by the Company to direct and
manage the affairs of the Company. This includes any person occupying the position of a
Director by whatever name called. The law mandates every company to have a minimum
of two Directors at every point in time. Under Nigerian Law various kinds of Directors are
recognised and these include, Executive Directors, Non-Executive Directors, Shadow
Directors, Nominee Directors, etc.

The law mandates
every company
to have a
minimum of two
Directors at every
point in time
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Directors Duties
Directors under Nigerian law are classified as the alter ego of the company and as such
expected to act with certain degree of care and skill. Directors when acting within their
authority and powers may be regarded as agents of the company. A Director owes
fiduciary duties to the Company. Some of the duties and responsibilities a Director owes
the Company include:

Duty to act bona fide for the benefit
of the Company:
Under CAMA, a Director is expected to act
Duty of Skill and Care:

at all times in what he believes to be in

CAMA imposes on a

the best interest of the company as a

Director this duty of skill

whole, so as to preserve its assets,

and care in attending to the

further its business, and promote the

affairs of the Company. In

purposes for which it was formed, and in

relation to this duty CAMA

such manner as a faithful, diligent,

has imposed an objective

careful and ordinarily skilful director

Professional Standard to the

would act in the circumstance.

effect that a Director is
expected to exhibit
comparable degree of care,
skill, diligence expected of
reasonably responsible and
prudent Director in a similar
circumstance.

Duty to Exercise
Power for a proper
purpose: Directors are
enjoined to exercise the
powers conferred for the
purpose it was granted
and not for any
collateral purpose.

Duty not to Conflict Duty
with Interest:
a Director is not to conflict

Duty not to fetter
Discretion to Vote in a

his personal interests with

Particular Way:

his duties as a Director. A

a Director shall not fetter his

Director who is in any way
directly or indirectly
interested in a contract or
proposed contract with the
company must declare the
nature of his interest at a
meeting of the Directors of
the Company.

discretion to vote in a
particular way. Since a
Director is also regarded as
a trustee of the Company, he
cannot make a valid
agreement among other
Directors or with
Shareholders or third parties
to vote in a particular way at
Board meetings.
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Remedies for Breach of Duty

Nigerian Law precludes a Company either by its Articles, Resolutions or through any
contract to relieve a director from any liability incurred as a result of any breach of duty
imposed under CAMA.
Directors are both individually and collectively responsible for the breach of any duty

imposed on them. There is no distinction between the level of care and skill being
exercised of an Executive and Non-Executive Director in relation to the Director’s
personal liability. However, additional liability may be imposed in the contract of service
for an Executive Director especially regarding its day to day management of the
Company.

Some of the remedies a Company can resort to in the event of breach of duty by
Directors include:

Termination/Removal of the Director involved

Injunction

Damages/Compensation

Recession and restoration of the company’s
asset if traceable

Account for the Profit
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Shareholders Right
Although Shareholders of a company do not engage in the day to day management of
the Company; they still hold a right to exercise some level of control in the Company at
General meetings of the Company. Thus where the company is being run in a manner
that is prejudicial, unfair, or where the Company is mismanaged, the Shareholders can
exercise their rights under the CAMA to remove such Directors and change the
management of the Company.

General Meetings
Under CAMA every Company is mandated to convene an Annual General meeting (AGM)
which must hold in Nigeria. In addition to the AGM, a Company may also summon an
Extra-Ordinary General meeting (EGM) which need not hold in Nigeria to dispatch
certain urgent matters such as removal of Directors, etc.
Every Public Company is mandated within Six (6) months of its incorporation to hold a
statutory meeting in Nigeria. Failure to hold this meeting could be a ground for winding
up of the company.
A Company may also hold a Court ordered meeting; which usually occurs in
circumstances where it is impracticable for the company to call for a meeting; as a result

of the death of all the Directors and Shareholders of the company or Court ordered
meetings for restructuring of the company.
Resolutions passed at the company meetings can either be an Ordinary or Special
Resolution. Ordinary Resolutions are carried by majority of the members present and
voting while Special Resolutions must be reached by 75% of the members present and
voting.

Additional Guidelines for Public and Listed Companies
Every Public Company is required to comply with the Securities Exchange Commission’s
Code of Corporate Governance for Public Companies, 2011 (the Code). Every Public

Company must have an Audit Committee which shall consist of an equal number of
Directors and Shareholders to a maximum of Six (6).
The Code mandates every Public Company to have on its Board a majority of NonExecutive Directors one of which must be an Independent Director.The Code generally
makes extensive provisions for the composition of a Public Company, Board Committees
and general functions of the Board amongst other things.
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The Nigerian Code of Corporate Governance 2018: A shift from
the Mandatory Approach?
In response to the flaws identified in the suspended Nigerian Code of Corporate
Governance, 2016 (the 2016 Code), the Financial Reporting Council of Nigeria (the
FRCN), through its’ Directorate/Committee on Corporate Governance released the

Nigerian Code of Corporate Governance 2018 (the NCCG), which seeks to standardize
the practice of good corporate governance in Nigerian companies, and induce voluntary
compliance with the highest ethical standards across the Nigerian market.
Strikingly, the NCCG is silent on the companies to which it applies. The necessary
implication is that the NCCG will be deemed to be applicable to all Nigerian companies.
Interestingly, a review of the NCCG evinces a divergence from the approach adopted
under the 2016 Code. Unlike the 2016 Code, the implementation of the NCCG is hinged
on an “Apply and Explain” principle, which assumes the application of all the principles
provided under the NCCG and requires all companies to explain how the codified
principles are applied. In other words, each company is charged with the responsibility of
explaining how the specific activities it has undertaken; best achieves the intended
outcomes of corporate governance specifications outlined in the principles under the
NCCG.
In this regard, where a company regulated by the NCCG, determines that strict
adherence to a recommended principle or practice under the NCCG may not be
commercially practicable; it may choose to apply some other practice, or adopt a
different approach, as long as it still achieves the central tenets of good corporate
governance such as, fairness, accountability, and transparency.
The decision to adopt the “Apply and Explain” approach was made after careful
consideration of our existing laws and the practices adopted by other countries with the
key objective of making the Nigerian market more attractive for investment activity.
It is believed that if implemented successfully, the NCCG may transform the Nigerian
corporate governance terrain from a system hinged on legal structures to one driven by
ethics.
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Employment Relationships
Employment relationships in Nigeria are generally governed and regulated by the
individual terms of contract, statutes and common law principles. The Labour Act CAP L1
LFN 2004 is the principal legislation governing employment relations in Nigeria. The
application of the Act is limited to employees engaged under a contract of manual labour
or

clerical

work

in

both

the

private

and

public

sector.

Employees

exercising

administrative, executive, technical or professional functions are governed by their
respective contracts of employment. It is pertinent to note that reliance is sometimes
placed on judicial authorities to espouse some labour and employment law principles.
Other statutes relevant to employment relationships in Nigeria include:
- The Trade Unions Act, Cap T14, LFN 2004;
- The Trade Disputes Act, Cap T8, LFN 2004;
- The Trade Disputes (Essential Services) Act, Cap T8, LFN 2004;
- The Employees Compensation Act, 2010;
- The National Minimum Wage Act, Cap N61, LFN 2004;

- The National Health Insurance Scheme Act, Cap N42, LFN 2004;
- The Pension Reform Act 2014;
- The National Housing Fund Act, Cap N45, LFN, 2004;
- The Employees Housing Scheme (Special Provisions) Act, Cap E8, LFN 2004, and
- The Industrial Training Fund (Amendment) Act, 2011
A number of employment issues worthy of note in 2018 are discussed below

The Labour Act CAP L1 LFN
2004 is the principal
legislation governing
employment relations in
Nigeria.
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Labour
Law
Adjudication of Labour Disputes
The National Industrial Court (NIC) has exclusive jurisdiction in civil and criminal matters
relating to or connected with labour, employment, trade unions, industrial relations and
matters arising from workplace, the conditions of service, including health, safety, and
welfare of , employees, workers and matters incidental thereto or connected therewith.
The NIC also has jurisdiction to hear matters relating to or connected with or arising
from the Factories Act, Trade Disputes Act, Trade Unions Act, Labour Act, Employees
Compensation Act or any other Act or Law relating to labour, employment or industrial
relations.
In 2018, we witnessed a number of decisions validating far-reaching rights of employees

in contrast to age-long principles. Particularly, the NIC was observed to apply
international best practices in adjudicating industrial disputes at the expense of
traditional master-servant principles. For instance, some NIC decisions appeared to have
favored the award of damages as compensation for the termination of employment
relationships in accordance with international best practices.
Whilst a majority of NIC decisions were seen to be in accordance with common law
labour principles, the few which were noted to ‘slip through the cracks’ should serve as
indicative signals for the trends in labour disputes in 2019.
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Dismissal/Termination
A recurrent issue in the employment space in Nigeria borders on the dismissal and/or
termination of an employee. Nigerian Courts have held that an employer has the

absolute right to hire or fire. Thus, an employer may terminate an employee’s
employment without giving any reason or for no reason at all.
Employers are however encouraged to itemise examples of cases that could lead to
dismissal

and

inform

the

employees

through

their

employment

contract.

No

compensation is usually payable upon a valid dismissal. Recent decisions have also
shown that certain actions by employers against employees may be regarded as
amounting to constructive dismissal. For example, the NIC has held that indefinite
suspension may in certain circumstances amount to constructive dismissal.

The National Minimum Wage
The prolonged controversy between the federal government and the organized labour
marked the last quarter of 2018. The national minimum wage for employees is currently
pegged at N18,000, and with the nation’s organized labour potent threats to shutdown
the country’s economy, the Federal Government has revived negotiations aimed at
reviewing the extant minimum wages.
The results of the negotiations led to an approval-in-principle by the national council of
states of a new minimum wage (N27,000) which was met by a number of oppositions by
labour. The seeming impasse caused by this situation may have implications on the
nation’s economy, however, with the imminent elections in 2019, it is interesting to note
how things will turn in this regard.
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Employment of Expatriates
The Immigration Act precludes any person other than a Nigerian citizen from accepting
employment (not being employment by the Federal or any State Government) without

the consent in writing of the Minister of Interior. There are three main entry permits
available to an expatriate coming to work in Nigeria:

Temporary Work
Permit (TWP):

Business Visa
This

is

issued

mainly

to

enable

foreign nationals except

ECOWAS

nationals

attending

Business

meetings,

Conference,

Seminar,

Contract
Sales,

Negotiation,
Purchase

Marketing,

distribution

of

Nigerian Goods, Trade Fairs, Job
Interviews,

Training

of

(Humanitarian
Emergency/Relief

Nigerians

is

issued

to

enable

foreign

nationals gain entry into Nigeria for
the purpose of executing short-term
assignments. It is a single entry visa
which is usually given for a period of 3
months. It can be extended once for
another 3 months upon application.

Services),
work,

Crew

members, Staff of NGOs, Staff of

INGOs,

This

Researchers,

Musical

Concerts in Nigeria.

Expatriate Quota (EQ):
Companies

seeking

to

employ

expatriates must first apply for and be
granted an (EQ). The EQ scheme is
designed to prevent the indiscriminate

Combined Expatriate
Residence Permit and
Aliens Card (CERPAC)
Every

non-Nigerian

who

employment
there

are

of

expatriates

qualified

and

where
suitable

Nigerians to fill such positions. The
enters

validity of the employer's EQ position

Nigeria legally and wishes to reside

determines

and/or work in Nigeria must make

Employees

an application for a CERPAC which

residents for tax purposes from the

when issued is valid for 3 years and

first

becomes renewable.

Company issued with an EQ may

day

the
will
of

the

EQ
be

awarded.
considered

employment.

A

apply for its renewal when it expires
at the discretion of the Ministry.
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The Immigration Act 2015 has been enacted to bridge the gap and address issues on
migration to meet globally acceptable standards such as composition and employment,
administration, deportation and crew control.
In order to enhance the ease of doing business in Nigeria, the Nigeria Immigration
Service (NIS) launched the Visa on Arrival process in order to enable foreign investors
quick entry into Nigeria for transaction of their business. The process ensures that all
genuine requests for Visa on Arrival from any part of the world are processed and issued
within 48 hours (two working days). Upon successful application for the visa online and
the payment of the necessary fees, an approval letter will be sent to the applicant
online. At the applicant’s point of entry into the Country, a Visa on Arrival will be issued.
The NIS has representatives at all points of entry into the Country.

the Nigeria
Immigration Service
(NIS) launched the
Visa on Arrival
process in order to

enable foreign
investors quick
entry into
Nigeria
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Ownership interests are
represented by
Certificates of
Occupancy which
confer leasehold rights
in the maximum tenor of

99 years
The ownership of land in Nigeria is generally regulated by the Land Use Act (1978) Cap.
L5 Laws of the Federation of Nigeria 2004, under a scheme which vests all land in each
State of the Federation in the Governor of each State, to be held on trust for the people
of that State.
Ownership interests are represented by Certificates of Occupancy which confer leasehold
rights in the maximum tenor of 99 years, with a reversionary interest in the State.
Interests in land are generally freely transferable subject to obtaining the prior written
consent of the Governor of each State for such alienation which may take the form of a
transfer, conveyance, assignment, lease, mortgage or charge.
Land ownership is also subject to the provision of specific laws in the different states in
which the land to be acquired exists. Whilst the Land Use Act subjects foreign ownership
of land as well as the mode of acquisition to such regulations as may be made by the
National Council of States, recent decisions reached by the apex court in Nigeria suggest
an absolute bar on foreign ownership of land in Nigeria. Notwithstanding the foregoing
local incorporation of an entity in Nigeria may serve as a viable option to by-pass the
seeming restriction.
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Registering Property

Registering a transaction involving the acquisition of property in Nigeria is very
important as a failure to do so may have legal consequences including rendering the said
acquisition void. Generally, in order to register the transfer of interest in land the parties
must ensure that certain requirements are met to wit; (x) procurement of Governor’s
consent; (y) stamping of the transaction documents and (z) registration.

In practical terms, an entrepreneur has to go through 12 procedures over 73 days and
about 15.3% of the value of the property to transfer land- making Nigeria one of the
most difficult and expensive places to register property in the world. Reports from the
latest World Bank Ease of Doing Business report show that registering property is easiest
in Kaduna, where it takes about 8 procedures and 44 days at a cost of 9.5% of the
property value. By contrast, in Rivers the same process takes 12 procedures and 112
days, and costs 25.1% of the property value.

The time expended in registering a

property is largely dependent on the state governor’s consent, which on average
accounts for almost two-thirds of the total time-ranging from 4 days in Gombe to 6
months in Kebbi.
Further, the following fees are typically incurred in all states but their amount differs
significantly: search fee, inspection fee, consent fee, registration fee, stamp duty and
legal fees. The federal Stamp Duty Act sets the stamp duty at 1.5% of the property
value for instruments involving companies, however only a few states apply this rate. In
addition, Abuja stands out as the only city where all the properties are formally
registered.

Also,

its

regulatory

authorities

have

improved

land

administration

significantly by digitizing maps and scanning most of the titles.
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Nigerian Laws make adequate provisions which regulate the restructuring of companies
in Nigeria. Corporate restructuring may be internal or external. Some form of internal
restructuring includes arrangement and compromise, arrangement on sale, management
buyout. External restructuring may take the form of Mergers and acquisitions, Takeover, Purchase and Assumptions, Cherry Picking etc.
There were a number of epoch-making corporate restructuring transactions in 2018many of which heralded significant changes in certain economic sectors. Driven by the
need to adjust their assets and liabilities in a way that promotes business growth; many
Nigerian companies explored varying options in order to reduce operational cost and
sustain operations in a thriving economy.
Acclaimed as the largest economy in Africa; Nigeria is certainly not left behind in a global
tide that has seen Mergers and Acquisitions rise to an eleven-year high of $US1.7 trillion

in 2018. According to Thomson Reuters Investment Banking Sub-Saharan African (SSA)
region review for the first half of 2018;
“two of the top three largest merger and

acquisition (M&A) deals in the first half of

2018 took place in Nigeria with the largest being Milost Global Inc.’s $US 11 Billion
leveraged buyout transaction to acquire the entire share capital of Primewaterview
Holdings Nigeria Ltd”
With the impact of the global decline in oil prices on Nigeria’s foreign exchange earnings
and reserves, there has been a sustained increase in restructuring and consolidation

activity to address the economic challenges. In the past year, Nigeria attracted public
and private equity deals across diverse sectors including; financial services, financial
technology, power, FMCG, food and beverage, insurance, real estate, agriculture,
amongst others.
Interestingly, financial and legal consultants have attributed the rising activity in
Nigeria’s M&A space to improved dollar liquidity and the country’s seeming exit from its
economic recession. Further, with the uncertainty hovering over the impending 2019
elections, it is only expected that private equity investors are keen to close out M&A
transactions as early as possible.
Notably, the Tier-Based

Minimum Solvency Capital (TBMC) model introduced by

NAICOM directing a recapitalisation of insurance (before January 2019) firms certainly
sparked a lot of discussions in the M&A space as struggling firms with liquidity issues
were left with no option but to consider alternative structures including mergers with
stable firms or an outright acquisition by interested investors. Although the TBMC model
was suspended in the last quarter of 2018, there is no guarantee that such directives
may not re-surface in 2019
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Another of such restructuring activities

witnessed in the Nigerian telecommunication

industry was the takeover of Emerging Market Telecommunication Services Limited (now
trading as 9mobile)- the fourth largest telecommunications provider in Nigeria by
Teleology

Holdings

Limited

after

emerging

as

the

preferred

bidder

for

the

telecommunications firm, and several months of negotiations with the Nigerian
Communications Commission. Although different from a typical takeover in a legal sense,
the restructuring exercise which took place in 9moble is reminiscent of a new dawn in
the telecommunications industry, even as the industry becomes even more competitive
owing to the new found life of 9mobile under its new management.
Although the sale of the telecommunications company was due to its inability to meets
its debt obligations to certain commercial banks to which it had received loan facilities,
and the subsequent exit by the erstwhile United Arab Emirates owners- Etisalat; the
takeover by the Nigerian investment firm as been regarded as a game-changer in the
Nigerian telecommunications industry.
Another significant corporate restructuring transaction witnessed in the banking sector
was the purchase and assumption of the defunct Skye Bank Plc by Polaris Bank Ltd after

the revocation of Skye Bank’s licence by CBN. The persistent decline in the bank’s
financial health, as well as its inability to meet the minimum liquidity ratio threshold as
prescribed by the CBN, may have been one of the reasons why the bank’s regulatory
licence was revoked. The continued use of bridge banks in the Nigerian banking sector to
transfer assets and liabilities between different entities has been seen as an efficient way
of maintaining the financial system and promoting investor confidence in Nigeria. We
also witnessed a significant merger between Access Bank Plc and Diamond Bank Plc.
Depending on the outcome of the 2019 elections, we believe that new governmental
policies, legislations and guidelines may largely affect a number of business decisions

and operations which may cause a number of restructuring in 2019.
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The three tiers of Government in Nigeria impose various forms of taxes on companies
and individuals as appropriate. A prospective investor should be aware of these taxes
and structure its business operations in a tax efficient manner.

The major taxes include:

Companies Income Tax:
Nigerian Law regards an incorporated company as a legal entity and consequently, the
income of a company is liable to tax. Profits arising from the business operations of a
company are subjected to tax under the Companies Income Tax Act (CITA). Companies
are taxed at a rate of 30% of taxable profits.

Capital Gains Tax:
This pertains to all gains accruing to a taxpayer from the sale, lease or other transfer of
proprietary rights in a chargeable interest which are subject to a capital gains tax at the
rate of 10%, such chargeable assets being corporeal or incorporeal.

Education Tax:
An education tax of 2% of assessable profits is imposed on all companies incorporated in
Nigeria.

Petroleum Profit Tax:
All companies engaged in the extraction and transportation of petroleum products are
liable to tax under the Petroleum Profit Tax Act. The taxable income of Petroleum
Companies comprises proceeds from the sale of oil and related substances used by the

Company in its own refineries plus any other income of the Company incidental to and
arising from its petroleum operations.
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Withholding Tax (WHT)
WHT is an advance payment of income taxes deductible from payments made on
qualifying transactions. The remittance is made in the currency of transaction to the
FIRS or the relevant State Internal Revenue Service (SIRS) within 21 days and 30 days
respectively. Different WHT rates apply for qualifying transactions and in certain

instances, it can be applied as a tax credit against the corporate income tax liability of
the company.

Value Added Tax (VAT)
VAT is charged at a flat rate of 5% on the supply of goods and services except those
expressly exempted or zero rated under the Value Added Tax Act (2007). Oil and Gas
Companies and government agencies are required to remit VAT on their purchases
directly to the FIRS rather than pay it over to their vendors. A non-resident company
carrying on business in Nigeria only need to register for VAT using the address of its
local counter party and include the tax on its invoice. The local company is required to

remit the VAT directly to the FIRS rather than pay it over to the non-resident company.

Tax Incentives
There are number of tax incentives available to a potential investor looking to invest in
Nigeria. Some of these incentives include; (x) grant of Pioneer status; (y) application of
Double Tax treaties; (z) reliefs on foreign loan; (xx) benefits under the Duty drawback
scheme, and (yy) bonus for filing returns on time amongst others.

VAT is charged at a flat rate
of

5%

on the supply of goods and services except those expressly
exempted or zero rated under the Value Added Tax Act (2007)
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:
Executive Order 008: Voluntary Assets Regularisation Scheme
On Monday 8th October 2018, the FGN signed a new Executive Order (008) (the Order)
tagged Voluntary Offshore Assets Regularization Scheme (VOARS or the Scheme). The
Order, which is for a period of 12 months, is aimed at combating money laundering and
tax evasion. It also creates an expanded tax base for the Federal Government of Nigeria.
The Scheme gives all taxpayers, who hold offshore assets and incomes, the opportunity
to voluntarily declare their offshore assets and income within a period of 12 months. In

exchange for the disclosure, the taxpayers would be required to pay a one-off levy of
35% on all foreign assets and will be granted immunity from prosecution for tax offences
relating to offshore assets. Defaulting taxpayers who fail to take advantage of the
Scheme will, at the expiration of the 12 months, be subject to investigation and
enforcement procedures in relation to the offshore assets and incomes pursuant to
information received from the automatic exchange of information between Nigeria and
other foreign countries.
It is uncertain whether those taxpayers who complied with the Voluntary Assets and
Income Declaration Scheme (which ended in June 2018) in respect of offshore assets

and incomes would still be required to comply with VOARS. It is important to note that
the Companies Income Tax Act (CITA) and the Personal Income Tax Act (PITA) provide
exemptions for certain incomes derived offshore and brought into Nigeria through
government approved channels. It is therefore uncertain if these exempt incomes would
form part of the taxable assets/incomes under the Scheme.

In exchange for the
disclosure, the taxpayers
would be required to pay a
one-off levy of 35% on all

foreign assets
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The Nigerian legal system affords protection of Intellectual Property rights. The principal
types of intellectual property rights registrable under Nigerian Law are Trademarks,
Copyright, Patents and Designs. Every proprietor intending to protect his intellectual
property should endeavor to register such proprietary interest in the relevant registry.
Trademarks:
Trademark Laws protect words, slogans, and symbols that serve to identify different
brands of goods and services in the marketplace. In Nigeria, the legislation, which
governs the registration of trademarks, is the Trade Marks Act (and the Trade Mark
Regulations made pursuant to it).

Copyright:
Copyright law protects a variety of literary and artistic works, including paintings,
sculpture, prose, poetry, plays, musical compositions, dances, photographs, motion
pictures, radio and television programs, sound recordings, and computer software
programs. In Nigeria, the primary piece of legislation for copyright is the Copyright Act,
and the body charged with the enforcement and protection of copyright is the NCC.
Patents and Designs:
Patent Law protects inventions that demonstrate technological progress. In Nigeria, the
primary legislation that governs the grant of patents is the Patents and Designs Act. The
Government agency that manages the grant of patents is the Trademarks, Patents And
Designs Registry, Commercial Law Department, Federal Ministry Of Industry, Trade And
Investment. Applications are made to the Registrar of Patents and Copyrights.
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CONSUMER PROTECTION AND
PRODUCT LIABILITY
Consumer Protection
In Nigeria, like in other parts of the world, consumer protection is the concept designed
to protect consumers from unscrupulous producers and service providers. It denotes the
attempt by governments to provide regulatory framework to protect and enforce the
rights of people who pay for goods and services. It is in the interest of the public that
the nature and deficiencies of product and services be made known to consumers, thus,
the need for public regulation of private transactions. Regulation will thus have the end
result of putting into the market, the best possible products.
Generally, Nigeria does not currently have a robust consumer protection regime,
however, there are institutions set up and charged with the responsibility of managing
and implementing established consumer laws for the optimum and utmost benefit of the
consumer. These agencies have also been authorized by such laws to punish offenders.
They include; The National Agency for Food and Drug Administration and Control; The
Standards Organisation of Nigeria, and The Consumer Protection Council

Nigeria does not have a robust consumer
protection regime. However, there are
institutions set up and bodied with the
responsibility of managing and
implementing established consumer laws
The National Agency for Food and Drug Administration and Control (NAFDAC):
NAFDAC is the federal agency under the federal ministry of health charged with the duty
of

managing

the

manufacture,

importation,

exportation,

advertisement,

sale,

distribution and use of food, drugs, cosmetics, medical devices, chemicals and packaged
water in order to ensure optimum safety for the consumer.

The Standards Organization of Nigeria (SON):
SON is the apex standardization body in Nigeria. Some of the aims and objectives of the

organisation include; preparation of standards relating to products, measurements,
materials and processes among others, and their promotion at the national, regional and
international levels; Certification of industrial products; Assistance in the production of
quality goods; Improvement of measurement accuracy and circulation of information
relating to standards. The SON routinely issues guidelines and standards in relation to
different products including tobacco amongst others.
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The Consumer Protection Council (CPC):
This CPC is currently the only body conferred with the power to both regulate and
provide

redress

to

consumers

complaints

through

negotiations,

mediation

and

conciliations. This body engages in creating public awareness by organizing campaigns,
publishing the list of products which have been banned and other means. Consumer
protection is prompted by the allegations of abuses of consumer rights in the market
place. The CPC therefore intervenes in the market system to effectuate control over
business activities through legislature and regulatory processes.

Product Liability
There is no specific legislation on product liability litigation in Nigeria. Nigerian Laws
dealing with defective products are garnered from the prevailing principles of contract,
sale of goods and tort laws.
The Consumer Protection Council Act does not impose strict liability for default as our
jurisprudence generally leans in favour of a fault based theory where successful product
liability claims are hinged on ascertaining negligence on the part of the manufacturer.

The foregoing demonstrates a need for further development of product liability law in
Nigeria. Nevertheless, product standards and safety regimes have been strengthened in
terms of monitoring, recall and enforcement by the relevant government agencies and
this has provided some protection to consumers on a broader scale.

product standards
and safety regimes

have been
strengthened

in terms of monitoring,
recall and
enforcement
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RESOLUTION
Disputes arising from doing business in Nigeria may be resolved by appropriate dispute
resolution mechanisms in place. The Court system in Nigeria is well established,
equipped, manned and designed in such a manner as to promote and expedite
dispensation of justice to Nigerians and foreigners alike.
Nigerian courts respect the freedom of parties to a contract as to the choice of law
governing their contracts and would not confer jurisdiction on itself where expressly
excluded by parties to a contract. Aside adversarial resolutions of dispute, Nigerian

Courts also provide an enabling environment for parties to resolve their disputes
amicably, without going through the rigor of court processes. Furthermore, there are
enabling legal framework in place in Nigeria encouraging amicable resolution of
commercial disputes, such as the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, Lagos State
Arbitration Law, 2009; the Federal & State High Court Civil Procedure Rules.
In every commercial dispute, the particular court having jurisdiction to adjudicate over
such a matter will be dependent on the nature of the claim as well as the parties
involved.
The Federal Courts are

The Court of Appeal

The Federal High Court

The High Court of

The Sharia Court

The Customary

Federal Capital

of Appeal of the

Court of Appeal of

Territory, Abuja

Federal Capital

Federal Capital

Territory, Abuja

Territory, Abuja

The High Court

The Sharia Court

The Customary

of the States

of Appeal

Court of Appeal

The Supreme
Court

The State Courts are:
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KEY GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
AND WEBSITES

Bureau of Public Enterprise

https://www.bpeng.org

Central Bank of Nigeria

https://www.cbn.gov.ng/

Corporate Affairs Commission

http://new.cac.gov.ng/home/

Department of Petroleum Resources

http://dprnigeria.com

Federal Inland Revenue Service

http://www.firs.gov.ng/Pages/Default.asp
x

Financial Reporting Council of Nigeria (FRCN)

http://www.financialreportingcouncil.gov.
ng

National Assembly

http://www.nassnig.org

National Agency for Food and Drugs Administration

http://www.nafdac.gov.ng/

Control
National Insurance Corporation (NAICOM)

http://naicomonline.org

National Petroleum Investment Management Services

http://napims.com

(NAPIMS)
National Office for Technology Acquisition and

http://www.notap.gov.ng/

Promotion
Nigeria Immigration Service
Nigerian Copyright Commission

http://www.nigeriaimmigration.gov.ng
http://www.copyright.gov.ng/

Nigerian Deposit Insurance Corporation (NDIC)

http://www.ndic-ng.com

Nigerian Investment Promotion Commission

http://www.nipc.gov.ng/

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC)

http://nnpcgroup.com

Nigerian Communication Commission

https://www.ncc.gov.ng/

Nigeria Maritime Administration and Safety Agency

http://www.nimasa.gov.ng/

Nigeria stock Exchange

http://www.nse.com.ng/

Standards Organization of Nigeria

http://son.gov.ng/

Securities and Exchange Commission
Trademarks, Patent and Designs Registry

http://sec.gov.ng/
http://www.iponigeria.com/#/
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